Sensosurf is a high-tech startup based in Bremen and was founded in 2016 as a spin-off of the University of Bremen. We integrate sensors into industrial components and feed the data into machine learning models for process information from day one. And because this is extremely well received by our customers, we are looking for a dedicated and bold Student Entrepreneur in Residence who wants to shape the future of our company. Become a Sensosurfer!

**Student Entrepreneur in Residence (m/f)**

Your opinions, ideas and input matter. As Student Entrepreneur in Residence, you will work closely with our team in the areas of investor relations, opportunity recognition, marketing, and sales.

**What you will do**

Since Sensosurf is still a young company, you will take over a demanding but multifaceted position close to Sensosurf’s founders. You will join a dynamic team of experienced professionals, young graduates, and motivated students all working towards bringing Sensosurf’s smart machine components to the market. We are working on exciting customer projects every day. Your understanding of business models and financial modelling as well as your analytical skills will be essential in supporting our day-to-day decision-making. You will research current and future needs of our customers and help to analyse how Sensosurf can realize its full potential.

**What you need to bring**

- Student in business administration, communication sciences, or similar
- Communicative, motivated, well structured, strong analytical thinker
- Skilled in Excel, PowerPoint and social networks
- Fluent in German (must-have) and English, ready to work hands-on
- Available as intern for minimum three months full-time, or minimum six months as working student half-time

**What you can expect from us**

- A creative and solution-oriented work environment to unleash your full potential and development as a person
- Start-up atmosphere and agile team of founders, innovation freaks and techies with flat hierarchies, insights into the daily operations, flexibility in working hours next to the campus
- Take responsibility and get involved into major decisions from day one to help us shape the future.

Want to join us as a working student or intern? Then go ahead and send a message with your CV. Please indicate where you found our job ad. Your contact: Ms. Jette Winkelmann

career@sensosurf.de